
DESIGN 
DOING

this + that (this)
thinking + doing (think + act)

outside-in thinking (ST) + inside-out thinking (NF)
causal thinking + effectual thinking

left-brain thinking + right brain thinking
management thinking + leadership thinking

thinking deductively or inductively + thinking abductively
knowledge + imagination

classical + lean 































Analytical Thinking Blue (A) Quadrant 

logical
analytical
fact-based
quantitative

organized
sequential
planned
detailed 

Practical Thinking Green (B) Quadrant

Experimental Thinking Yellow (D) Quadrant 

holistic
intuitive

integrating
synthesising

interpersonal
feeling-based

kinesthetic
emotional  

Relational Thinking Red (C) Quadrant



ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ

Psychological Types ...Psychological Types ...http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/JTypes2.asp



ISTJ  
Quiet, serious, earn success by thoroughness and 

dependability. Practical, matter-of-fact, realistic, and 
responsible. Decide logically what should be done and 
work toward it steadily, regardless of distractions. Take 
pleasure in making everything orderly and organized – 
their work, their home, their life. Value traditions and 

loyalty.

INFP
Idealistic, loyal to their values and to people who are 

important to them. Want an external life that is 
congruent with their values. Curious, quick to see 

possibilities, can be catalysts for implementing ideas. 
Seek to understand people and to help them fulfill their 
potential. Adaptable, flexible, and accepting unless a 

value is threatened.

ESTJ
Practical, realistic, matter-of-fact. Decisive, quickly move 
to implement decisions. Organize projects and people to 

get things done, focus on getting results in the most 
efficient way possible. Take care of routine details. Have a 
clear set of logical standards, systematically follow them 
and want others to also. Forceful in implementing their 

plans.

ENFP 
Warmly enthusiastic and imaginative. See life as full of 

possibilities. Make connections between events and 
information very quickly, and confidently proceed based 
on the patterns they see. Want a lot of affirmation from 

others, and readily give appreciation and support. 
Spontaneous and flexible, often rely on their ability to 

improvise and their verbal fluency.

Left Brain Hemisphere Right Brain Hemisphere







Exploiting Old Ways: 
Conventional Ideas that Work ... 

1. Hire “fast learners” 
of the organizational code. 

1. 1/2. Hire people who make you  
feel comfortable, who you like. 

2. Hire people you probably 
do need. 

3. Use job interviews to screen,  
and especially to recruit new  
employees. 

4. Encourage people to pay  
attention to and obey their bosses  
and peers. 

5. Find some happy people, and 
make sure they don’t fight.

Exploring New Ways: 
Weird Ideas that Work ... 

1. Hire “slow learners” 
of the organizational code. 

1. 1/2. Hire people who make you  
feel uncomfortable, even those you  
dislike. 

2. Hire people you possibly 
need. 

3. Use job interviews to get new  
ideas, not to ‘screen’ candidates 
(ref.: Nokia). 

4. Encourage people to ignore  
and defy superiors and peers. 

5. Find some happy people, and 
get them to fight.



Exploiting Old Ways: 
Conventional Ideas that Work ... 

6. Reward success,  
punish failure and inaction. 

7. Decide on something that will 
probably succeed, then convince 
yourself and everyone else 
that success is certain. 

8. Think of some sound or 
practical things to do, and plan  
to do them. 

9. Seek out and be attentive  
to people who will evaluate and  
endorse your work. 

10. Learn everything you can  
from others who seem to have  
solved the problem you face. 

11. Remember and replicate  
your company’s past successes.

Exploring New Ways: 
Weird Ideas that Work ... 

6. Reward success and failure, 
punish inaction. 

7. Decide to do something that will 
probably fail, then convince 
yourself and everyone else 
that success is certain. 

8. Think of some ridiculous or  
impractical things to do, and then  
plan to do them. 

9. Avoid, distract, and bore  
customers, critics, and anyone who  
just wants to talk about money. 

10. Don’t try to learn anything  
from people who seem to have  
solved the problem you face. 

11. Forget the past, especially  
your company’s successes.



Exploiting Old Ways: 
Conventional Ideas that Work ... 

Drive out variance. 

Seeing old things in old ways 

Replicate the past 

Goal: make money now 

Summary: 

Efficiency indicates effectiveness  
in the implementation and use of  
proven ideas.

Exploring New Ways: 
Weird Ideas that Work ... 

Enhance variance. 

Seeing old things in new ways  

Break from the past 

Goal: make money later 

Summary: 

Creative companies and teams are 
inefficient (and often annoying) 
places to work.



emphasis / differences

Source: Wheelwright & Clark (1995)

appropriate climate / conditions

strategic / operational approach

complexity/uncertainty 
diversity/change

predictability/certainty 
stability/control

pre/pro-active  
emergent 
envisioning possibility 

knowledge creation 
generative learning 

systemic/breakthrough/radical  
innovation

adaptive/re-active 
designed (i.e pre-planned) 
determining probability 

knowledge implementation 
adaptive learning 

incremental 
innovation

leadership management



emphasis / differences

Source: Wheelwright & Clark (1995)

is a dimension of management oriented more towards aspects of strategy creation,  
change, creative development and renewal ...

is a set of processes that keep complex systems running efficiently,  
the most important aspects of management include planning, controlling, monitoring, 
organising and evaluating resources ...

leadership

management



emphasis / differences

Source: Wheelwright & Clark (1995)

concepts, ideas and  
intellectual resources 
what if ... are/could  

future orientation —[compass 
vision and inspiration 
commitment/collaboration 

opportunity identification  
and assessment —[possibility 
problem-setting

financial, technical  
and time resources 
what is ... are/should 

present situation —[road-map 
control and organisation 
compliance/co-ordination 

opportunity exploitation 
and verification —[probability 
problem-solving

effectiveness 
innovation —[desirability 
optimised risk —[validity 
make meaning

efficiency 
maximised return —[profitability 
minimised risk —[reliability 
make money

focus / emphasis

desired / anticipated outcome

leadership management







to imagine

SYNERGY 1.0 

disciplinary and intra-disciplinary perspective
dominant emphasis: co-ordination / knowledge intensification

SYNERGY 2.0 

multi-disciplinary perspective
dominant emphasis: co-operation / knowledge amplification

SYNERGY 3.0 

inter-disciplinary perspective
dominant emphasis: collaboration / knowledge integration

SYNERGY 4.0 

trans-disciplinary perspective
dominant emphasis: deep and transformative collaboration 
and systemic integration of knowledge / collective imagination  

to know



01. BIASED LISTENING
re-confirming or re-affirming old opinions, judgements, habits
i.e., reflecting from experiences of the past

02. FACTUAL LISTENING 

acknowledging disconfirming information or data
i.e., “prove it”

03. EMPATHETIC LISTENING 

seeing the world through the eyes and minds of others
i.e., suspending judgement and drawing an emotional connection

04. GENERATIVE LISTENING 

seeing from emerging future possibilities
i.e., “learning from the future as it emerges in the now’ 
“a change of the inner ‘state’ from where we operate” vs. an ‘event’”  

to KNOW

to IMAGINE



Ready—Aim—Fire

3D

2D

1D

0D

Ready—Fire—Aim—Fire 
Ready—Fire—Aim—Fire 
Ready—Fire—Aim—Fire

Three Approaches to Design & Business Planning ... 

Fire 
Fire 
Fire

emergent strategy ref.: Mintzberg



https://www.bcgperspectives.com/yourstrategyneedsastrategy#introduction

https://www.bcgperspectives.com/yourstrategyneedsastrategy#introduction




iPhone  
eco-system

innovation effectivenessinnovation efficiencies











 _ FROM ADAPTIVE LEARNING TO GENERATIVE LEARNING 


